Law Librarians Give Talk to Middle School Students Touring Law Library

Earlier this year, middle school students shadowing public defenders took an impromptu tour of the Law Library. They also talked to a few of the Law Librarians about their work and the importance of legal research to the profession.

*Pictured, right: reference librarians (L-R) Eve Ross, Aaron Glenn, and Daniel Brackmann speak to the students in the Law Library.*
Law Library Faculty & Staff Accomplishments

Reference Librarians Aaron Glenn and Eve Ross are co-teaching one section of Advanced Legal Research this summer, which satisfies the experiential learning graduation requirement.

The Law Library recently welcomed two new staff members. New Technical Services Assistant Diana Grosso previously worked in the library of the Nashota House Theological Seminary. Prior to joining the Law Library permanently, Access Services Specialist Lillian Bates was a temporary member of the Law Library Access Services staff.

Reference Librarian Eve Ross and Access Services Librarian Andrew Kretschmar will be joining the University of South Carolina Faculty Senate in August. The two will be representing the Law School in the campus-wide body.

Associate Director for Faculty Services and Administration Candle Wester was published in the spring 2018 edition of the PEGA-SIS Newsletter. Her article, Managing Your Anger Instead of It Managing You, discussed effective techniques for managing anger and frustration.

Eve Ross has been selected to chair the American Association of Law Libraries’ (AALL) Emerging Leader Award Jury for 2018-2019. Her one-year term begins in July.

Along with a colleague from the University of Nebraska, Candle Wester presented a program at the April 2018 SEAALL Institute, titled Library Facilities Management: The Physical, The Theoretical, and The Practical...or Who Moved These Chairs? The program explored the practical and theoretical ideas of library facilities and examined how library patrons use the space and how library management adapts their spaces to users.

New First Floor Home for General Practitioner Guides

Shepard’s Causes of Action, American Jurisprudence Trials, and American Jurisprudence Proof of Facts were moved from the third floor to the first floor. The week-long move process saw the titles to their new home near the legal forms books. The books were brought down in an effort to concentrate more of the practitioner materials in the core legal research collection. There, they will be useful companions to the form book sets already housed there and offer orientation points for researchers in various stages of trial preparation.